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Apartment Art 

from the early 1990s, apart from political pop 

and cynical realism, both short-lived and more 

sensationalist than avant-garde, there was also a 

low-key avant-garde rhat involved a retreat from the 

pub! ic sphere. It came in two types, apartment arc and 

maximalism, which shared a common philosophy 

and strategy in the practice of contemporary arr. 

Neither apartment arr nor maximalism suddenly 

emerged in the I 990s; both can be traced back to 

the '70s and '80s. It was in the l 990s, however, chat 

the t\'VO types of the low-key avant-garde began to 

map the large ground of the neo-Chinese gummian 
(idea) art. Some of the artists of these two trends 

were old g11a11nia11 artists, such as Zhang Pei Ii, Geng 

Jianyi, and Wang Luyan, but most of them, like Song 

Dong, Wang Jin, and Zhuang Huan, belonged to the 

younger generation. 

"lhe neo-gua1111ian art of Chinese avant-garde 

artists had been forced to abandon the avant-garde 

myth, the innocence, and even the naivete that had 

been adopted by the '85 Movement. '!hey were no 

longer interested in ''revolution in arr." Instead, 

aparrment art and maximalism pragmatically 

addressed changing close relationships between 

themselves and their environment. The media and 

language used by the new generation, however, 

were derived from their close investigation of their 

surroundings. ·rhc guam1ian arrisrs of rhc I 980s 
elaborated rheir concepts of an anti-arr project by 

focusing on the revolution in ideas itself, such as 

in Huang Yongping's randomness, Wu Shanzhuan's 

chizi, Xu Bing's labor-intensive work, and the New 

Mark Group's tactile arc. 'lhe expectation of these 

artists was chat their ideas would be understood by 

the audience or viewers, and that the objects created 

were simply byproducts. '!his communication on 

the conceptual level gives us a better sense of the 

intellectual life of the 1980s. 'Jhe arc of the 1980s 

can be partially understood as part of a project of 

dematerializi ng art-making. 

On the other hand, the apartment arc and 

maximalism of the I 990s had moved on toward a 

totally different approach to materialization, not 

in the sense of commodity exchange bm of the 

communicated relations between artists and things, 

which valued the subjecc maner over che concept 

or idea. Subjeccs were ofcen taken from daily life. 

'lhe discovery of a new idea or concept remained 

secondary co che work of engaging a new cai!iao, 
or substance. ']he post-'85 avant-garde became 

disenchanced by che endless game of che abscract 

logical elaboration of the "revolution in ideas." For 

them, the idea of something original did not come 

from thinking but from couching daily materials, 

which made it possible for them ro make arr in a 

strictly controlled environment. 

Apartment arr and maximalism focused on the 

observable and tangible. h1rchermore, the physical 

context, the location and relocation of an object, 

became an important part of their conception. To 

explore the significance of a specific object in a specific 

environmental context, rather than its significance in 

relation to arcistic historical and aeschetic references, 

was rhc fundamental approach of apairrmcnr arr and 
maxi malism in the early l 990s. ·r he idea of location 

and replacemenc also differenciated them from 

Western conceptual arr. 

Apartment Art: Shelter of a Dream 

"Apartment arr" (gongJ111 )'islm) is a term I coined 

to summarize a very important phenomenon in 
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Figure 9.1 

Wu Shaoxiang. Untitled, 1986. 

Figure 9.2 

Sui Jianguo. The Earth Painting, 1992-1994. 
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Chinese concemporary arc of che pasc chree or 

four decades. 1 "Apartment," or gongyu in Chinese, 

licerally means "governmenc-owned residencial 

complex," or simply "public house." Ir was true 

chac all che residemial spaces, wherher aparcmem 

buildings or courtyards, were physically as well as 

symbolically "public space" from Mao's period tu the 

middle 1990s, when residential housing began to 

be commercialized. From rhe 1970s ro the 1990s, a 

number of Chinese artists pursued their own private 

work space within che public residential complexes. 

Therefore, apartment arr, as a mode of existence of 

underground, experimental, and avant-garde art, 

shows the distinct socinl spnce of conrempornry .irt in 

China. In the concext of Chinese contemporary arc, 

apartment art is one of rhe most important ways in 

which avanr-garde arrists have commicred themselves 

to the creation of critical and radical contempora,y 

arrworks chroughour rhe lase three decades. 

Rather than as an ordinary alternative space 

for exhibitions, "aparrmenc" must be choughc of 

.is a wny of surviving for avanr-gnrde nrr. Tr is n 

hisrorical phenomenon, and its development itself is 

a history nf Chinese avanr-gardc arc. For insrance, 

we can draw a line that begins with 1970s amateur 

avant-garde activity, moving to some self-organized 

groups in rhe second half of the 1980s, then finally 

ro rhe 1990s pe:ik of :ip:irrmenr :irr. A few ye:irs 

after l coined rhe rerm, l found char rherc was 

also ;111 ''apar1men1 arr" in the Soviet Union in 1he 

early 1970s. 'lhcre arc many similarities in terms of 

cerrain idcnlogic1l cnnfronrncinns. 1l1e fundamcnrnl 

difference, however, is char rhc Soviet movement was 

abnur creating an alcernarive space; ics arr marerials 

and conrcnr all related co contemporary public 

(political) issues. "lhe Chinese movement, however, 

involved personal and family marcrials and individual 

rnedi1;11io11. Tis pnlilical ;111d public implic;11io11s 

were carried by its "totality," irs space of daily life 

and neighborhood s11rrn11ndings, the ;mists' (many 

times a couple's) personal daily life. represented by a 

numher of personal irems. 

The space of Chinese aparcmcnr arr was both 

personal and social. lts sponsorship came only from 

itself, not from any official institution or gallery 

space. Tl wa!> a completely i11depe11de11L, ~pontaneou!> 

form of art activity. Apartment art therefore has also 
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been defined as a unique social space that functioned 
as scudio, salon, and exhibition space. 

In the 1970s. some young artists, distant from 

official political art, ha<l periodically gathered 

together and exhibited works of a modern art style 

in d1eir pt'rsonal '\tro11ghul<ls" family aparU11t'11Ls. 

'lhis was an activity of the No Name group, for 
example. After the Cultural Revolution, from the 

late 1970s to rhe middle 1980s, modern art starred 
to enter into official arr galleries. However, some 

works of radical or avant-garde styles still could not 
be exhibited openly. Therefore, some young artists 

continued to exhibit their works in apartments, 

especially works in abstract an<l expressionist forms. 

During this period, on the one hand, apartment 

arc adopted a gesture of academic and policical 

noncooperation; on the other hand, it continued to 
explore che modern artistic approach of "arr for art's 

sake." As discussed in chapter 2, apartment art had 

ha<l very close interactive relations wich che amateur 

movement among the youth of the lace 1970s, which 

explored poems, photography, and su on. At the same 

rime, chey actively took part in political activities 

such as the "Democracy Wall" in Xidan. 

The early I 980s saw a political clampdown 
with che campaign called Anti-Spiritual Pollution, 

which mosrly c:ugered Western modernism and 

abstract art. Apartments thus became a shelter for 

ahsrrncc arr. (;roup shows :rnd gatherings rook place 

in artists' homes, or quire often in foreign friends' 

aparcmencs, which were supposed to he safer than 

those of Chinese arcists during this period. 2 

In this stage, apartment art activity was perhaps 

che first channel for civilian culrural exchange. for 

instance, Zhang Wei and l.i Shan, arrisrs, freq11enrly 

hosted gatherings and shows in their home. Guests 

included many Western friends, including Mr. 

and Mrs. Hans MUiler (Swiss ambassador and arc 

collector), Bernardo Bertolucci (an Italian director), 

Franco Ciovale (a producer), Ulrike Koch (now a 

German director of documentaries), Michael Murray 

(a professor in the Department of Philosophy ac 

V.1ss.ir College in the United Sr.ires), Jochen Nore, 

Dieter Honisch (direccor of the New National 

c;allery in fierlin, (~crnwny), and so on. 

One of the most sensational events involved 

a visit hy Robert Rauschenberg, which reveals a 

ApanmentAn 

Figun, 9.3 

Xinming Huton!), Zhang Wei, and Zhu Jinshi in Unit 1, Room 15, in 

Building No. 1, in 1982. Photograph provided by Li Shan. 

Figure 9.4 

Xinming Hutong. Franco Giovale's mother, Franco Giovale, Zhang 

Wei, and Li Shan in Unit 1, Room 15, in Building No. 1, in 1983. 

Photograph provided hy Li Shnn. 
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phenomenon of conrexcual misunderscanding 

in China in this period. Ar the end of 1985, the 

famous pop anise came co China and held large

scale exhibitions in Beijing and Lhasa. This was one 

of che mosc asconishing evenrs in conremporary 

Chinese art history, and his exhibitions profoundly 

influence<l the '85 fv(overm:nr in many aspects. In 
the exhibition hall, a video kept screening which 

narrated chat Rauschenberg had won prizes and 

undertaken artistic creations in various countries, 

as well as showing his representative works from 

difl:crent periods. This information in company with 

his giganric collages had a uemendous impact on 

Chine.~e audiences, promoting a Aourishing of pop 

in Chinese arr circles. 

Rauschenherg's radical contemporary arr form, 

however, was difficult for officials ro accept, even 

though the exhibit was arranged through official 

channels. The Chinese Anises Association, the cop 

official authority in the Chinese arc world, hosted his 

visit, bur Meishu, the official journal of the Chinese 

Artisrs Associarion, only published a short p:iragraph 

about the exhibition after it had already taken place. 3 

During his exhibition in Heijing, Rauschenberg 

visited a group show organized by American 

journalist l le Mole in his home in the diplomatic 

compound in Beijing. le featured abstract arrworks 

hy seven :irrisrs from rhe :1111:ireur :iv:mr-g:irde (Zh:ing 

Wei, Zhu Jinshi, Ma Kelu, Wang Luyan, Qin Yufen, 

(;u Oexin, :ind Feng (;uodong), and was rherefore 

named the "Seven-Man Exhibition."' 1 

On rhe opening day of rhe aparrmenr show, 

Rauschenberg refused the invitation of the Chinese 

Artists Association co visit the China Central 

Academy of Fine Art; instead he came co rhe 

,1p,1rtmenr ;irr exhibition. T Te ;ippreciared some work.~ 

from the show, especially Wang Luyan's prints. Bur, 

in general, he considered rhese ahs1 rnc1 pain1 ings 11111-

of-datc. 'I his made the dialogue between the Chinese 

avanr-g:irde :ind Rauschenberg awkward. 1l1en, 

when Rauschenberg discussed his solo exhibition 

in neijing wirh rhe Chinese arrisrs, the re.~ponse was 

nor very positive. Suddenly, the conversation became 

rir-for-rat, and tensions built up.' Brought up in a 

closed e11vironmcnt, these young artists possessed 

comple1ely differen1 hackgrn11nds and ;1r1is1ic ideas 

from those of Rauschenberg: while he judged the 
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Figure 9.5 

Robert Rauschenberg visiting an apartment art exhibition, 1985. 
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aparrmenr absrracr arr as our of fashion, rhe Chinese 

arrisrs considered ir robe very radical. "!his difference 

of conrext reveals the interesting dislocation of 

moderniry in the global sense. 

In rhe lare 1980s, avanr-garde arr in China made 

a srrong impacr on public space, and aparrmenr 

arr was no longer considered rhe main 111ode of 

artistic creation, exhibition, and communication. 

Various self-organized avant-garde groups emerged 

nationwide around rhc mid-1980s and rook up rhc 

salon rypology of rhe aparrmenr of the I 970s. ·1 he 

avam-garde groups of the '85 Movemem no longer 

name themselves Ima/mi, or "painringsocieries," as had 

rhe groups of the l 970s, bur rather q1111ti (collective 

bodies), and rhcy assumed more of rbe funcrions of 

a direct challenge co society. Most orher avant-garde 

groups had already become dissatisfied with exhibiting 

rheir arr concepts and works in private spaces, so 

rhey moved inro public arr galleries. The typical 

example is rhe ''China/ Avanr-Carde" exhibition of 

1989, ,vhich attempted to educate a public audience 

with various ryp<'s of contemporary artworks spread 

over all three Aoors in the National Arr Museum of 

China. However, some anises continued ro stay on 

rhe outside, especially chose who lived in marginal 

areas. l;or example, in Darong, Shanxi province, rhe 

arrists led by Zhang Shengquan continued ro create 

art and hold small exhibitions in personal spaces. Tn 

Beijing, Wang Luyan and Gu Dexin organized rhe 

New Mark Group (which became rhe Analysis Group 

after Chen Shaoping joined). '!hey held activities ar 

home, and co111111unicared with other artists and 

critics. In the late 1980s, rhe artists of apartment 

arr not only surpassed the early salon (hurt/mi) and 

modernist painting styles, and thereby entered into 

a new phase of gum111i1m arc, bur also intended their 

artworks as a response ro mainstream avant-garde 

arr. In other words, the apartment arr of chis period 

shared a similar public inreresr wirh rhc avanr-garde 
groups of chat time. 

Arcisrically, from 1988 Zhang Shengquan in 

Darong began ro use his own body as rhc major 

language in his performance arr, which can be seen as 

rhe initiation of a strain of performance arr by Zhang 

Huan, Ma Liuming, and ochers from the Beijing 

East Village of the early 1990s (a nickname for an 

artists' district in Dashanz.i, an east<'rn suburb of 

Apartment Art 

Beijing, alluding ro New York's East Village). Zhang 

Shengquan's is an extreme example of apartment arr. 

Tn 1992, he began rhe work of deconstrucring his 

own self, first by refusing contact wirh anyone, even 

his family. He isolated himself in his room and only 

communicated with rwo close friends, Ren Xiaoying 

and Zhu Yanguang. Sometimes rhey displayed their 

works in the family courryard.<' Zhang wrote his 

notes on philosophy, life, and art as well as numerous 

poems in the remote norchwesrern rown. Since 

nobody could understand him, the only rhing he felt 

he could do was ro cominue with his meditation and 

suffering. 

He finallycommirred suicide on January I, 2000, 

in his home, giving up his life to make his last work 

of performance arc. He lcfr a sentence on chc wall 

of his room, which read: "'I he lase quesrion remains 

ro arr, namely whether an arrisr should remain alive, 

especially when he uses art ro serve himself lweiziji 

suoyongl. With this situation, art therefore remains 

meaningless." He thus believed that "once we 

understand the boundary b<'twc<'n the two worlds, 

reality and arr, we can make arc rorally isolated from 

the human world. I believe there is a spiritual entity 

beyond my vision and physical body. I can reach 

it by incorporating it inro my artwork." Zhang's 

suicide resembled a religious desire ro transcend the 

individual body, to reach the other world. Sadly, 

this powerful behavior is quickly buried by society's 

materialist desires. 

Wang Luyan's ~cw Mark Group could also be 

considered as rhe inception of Beijing apartment arr 

in the !are 1980s, in the terms of the self-criticism 

of the avant-garde mainstream, which I discussed in 

chapter 8. 

In the 1990s, apartment arc emerged under 

intensive political oppression. 'lhese arrisrs could 

not gain support from official public spaces, so they 

were forced ro rcrrear ro rhcir personal spaces. On 
rhc other hand, Chinese ;wane-garde arc moved 

coward inrernational recognition, receiving arrcnrion 

from rhe European and American markers and 

media, which focused on political pop and cynical 

realism. From rhe background of po~r-Cold War 

international politics and the subsequent appearance 

of a global market ecology, this shore-lived avant

garde soon abandoned its critical cone and rapidly 
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Zhang Shengquan with his friend Zhu Yanguang and 

others on the site of the home exhibition, 1987. 

The New Mark Group (Wang Luyan, Chen Shaoping, and 

Gu Dexin) in 1990. 

Apartment Art 

------

' 
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turned coward vulgarism and opporrunism-making 

specularive mass producrions berween polirical 

kirsch and commercial kirsch. 'lhrough rhe silent acr 

of rerrearing from borh public and marker space to 

private surroundings, rhe apartment arr of the I 990s, 

011 rhe conrrary, created unexhibirable and unsellable 

small-scale insrallarion or fang 1111 (project-on-paper) 

works. In its silence, apartment arr in rhe 1990s 

rhus became nor only an anragonisr action against 

society, buc an internal critic of avanc-garde arr itself, 

protecting ir from corrosion and corruption. In this 

sense, I 990s aparrmcnr arr ulrimarcly is nor abour 

home or apartment, hue rather a critique of social 

spaces and arc inscicurions. 

from rhe late 1990s, rhe emergence of Aocks of 

arr disrricrs and galleries ended apartment arr. Borh 

the marginal critical gestures and the dcliberarcly 

inconspicuous anti-kirsch forms became meaningless 

when engulfed by ubiquitous auctions, markers, 

and exhibitions. Subsequently, avant-garde arr also 

ceased. 

Artists' Villages: Pop and Performance Art 

In rhe early 1990s, as avant-garde arr was denied 

access co official exhibition space and was disregarded 

by mass culrure, ir was forced ro rerreac. Some 

participants moved together ro artists' villages and 

some began ro make aparrmenr arr, which developed 

from rhe g11m111i1111 arc of rhe '85 Movement. Unlike 

rhe arrisr collectives involved in rhe '85 Movement, 

avant-garde arrists from rhis period, whether by rheir 

own choice or not, showed no interest in public 

engagement or understanding. 'lheir audiences were 

typically composed of members of the avant-garde arc 

circle, and at times the shows were only attended by 

a few photographers. Meanwhile, rhe sudden increase 

in invitations co participate in overseas exhibitions 

and the absence of opportunities in China pushed the 
arrisrs to !er go of rheir desire to win over rhe public. 

In che lace I 980s and early l 990s, che _)'ishucu11 

or arrisrs' village, also called a h11flji110111 or painters' 

village, became a gathering place. (The C\VO names 

were both widely used, with no significant difference, 

rhough h1111ji11rnn is more common especially for 

those from outside rhe arc world.) Located in rhe area 

between ciry and suburb known as chmgxi1111g jiehf 
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bu, irs cheap rcnr and rclarivcly free environmenr 

began ro arrracc arcisrs, who were nicknamed 

nlfl11gli11 (jobless migrants). In rhe beginning, namely 

in rhe 1980s, chese were mostly sclf:.educated, but 

later those who had graduated from art academics 

joined rhe villages as well. '!hey chose ro make a 

living as independent artists outside of the system in 

order ro maintain their independent thinking, and 

also because of rheir lack of interest in the public 

responsibility of arr. '!hey were professional arcisrs. 

After June 4, 1989, the political and economic 

climate prompted the abrupt growth of this ''jobless 

migranr'' phenomenon. From 1990, some avanr

gardc artists, such as Ding fang, Fang Lijun, Yue 

Minjun, Yang Shaobin, and Xu Yihui, most of whom 

were acrive in rhe cynical realisr group, along wirh 

some poets, starred ro settle in artists' villages, mostly 

in Yuanmingyuan (rhe Old Summer Palace) in 

Beijing.' Later, most of chem moved co Songzhuang 

in rhe eastern suburbs. 

·1 he majoriryof the arrisrs from rhe '85 .'vlovemenr 

had full-rime jobs working for srarc-conrrolled 

universities, middle schools, or local cultural 

institutions. In ocher words, they were "amateur" in 

rhe sense rhar they were nor full-time artists. ll1eir 

work was nor a byproduct of their regular jobs bur 

rather a product of inrcllectual inreresc. 

In the early 1990s, however, the h1111ji11cun 

became one of rhe bases for rhe posr-'85 avanr

garde, in particular for pop and cynical arr as well as 

performance arr. 'lhese two groups lived in different 

villages: one in Songzhuang, where fang Lijun, Yue 

Minjun, and Liu \'Vci relocated, and che ocher in 

Dashanzi, or Beijing East Village, where the most 

active performance artists, such as Zhang I !uan, Ma 

Liuming, Zhu 1--adong, /,hu Ming, and Crng Xin, 

serried in I 992. 

ll1is division, however, is very rough. In fact, chc 

types of artists in the villages were very diverse. Many 
of rhem made commercial arr. following rhe trends 

of pop and rhe cynical realism. 'I he beginning of rhe 

arrisrs' village can be rraced back ro rhe m id-1980s, 

possibly as early as 1984, \\'hen some 1111111gli11 (jobless 

migrant) painters moved into h1yuanmen village, 

Guajiacun, and other spots in Yuanmingyuan. They 

painted ink wash, absrracr, and modernise works 

rhar catered ro rhe preferences of foreign arr markers 
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through ambassadors or foreign visitors. 'I hey existed 

on the periphery of the avant-garde of the 1980s.', 

Among them, the most well known are Zhang Dali, 

Mou Sen, A Xian, and Zheng Lianjie. 

An artists' village in the first half of the 

1990s was a mixrure of avant-garde practice and 

consumerism. 'Jhere were two types of consumerism. 

One group made arc co earn a living and get rich 

quickly; the ocher suffered, able only co consume 

their own things, including their own body. 'lhe first 

type committed themselves co making fashionable 

paintings, mostly in rhe avant-garde cynical realist 

and pop styles, for the market. 1l1e ocher group 

consisted of the performance and conceprual anises 

led by Zhang l luan, Ma Liuming, Zhu bdong, and 

the others who lived in Dashanzi. In chapter 8, I 

Beijing East Village in 1993, photographed by Rong Rong. 

Apartment Art 

Artists in Yuanmingyuan village of Beijing. 1995. 

Photograph provided by Yang Wei. 

discussed the cynical and pop phenomenon, which 

has become one of the major commercial sources in 

contemporary Chinese arc. 'Jhe second type seemed 

co fit the notion of "privacy" in Chinese apartment 

arr. ·1 he majority of this type, namely the Dashanzi 

village group, engaged in consuming their own body, 

a performance that involved self-abuse and self

torture in response to the combined political and 

commercial environment. In a society increasingly 

directed to the ownership of commodities, the avant

garde artists in this circle felt there was nothing that 

rhey could "own" bur their own bodies. Artists of 

rhe l 990s, such as Zhang Huan, Ma Liuming, Zhu 

Fadong, Cang Xin, Zhu Ming, and He Yunchang, 

recreated from the public to reclaim their bodies by 
enduring various forms of self-inflicted injury. 
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Ir ,vas nor until the early 1990s that Chinese 

µerformance arcisrs began ro use their bodies ro 

convey a deeply personal experience instead of a 

social or cultural concern. When performance art 

first emerged in China, in the mid- i 980s, it shared 

the goals of irs Western counrerparc of the 1960s: 

ro break down conventional ideas about arr.'" for 

instance, the First Experimmt11LE-.:hibition, organized 

by a group of artists from Guang-.dwu, consisted 

of dance, music, painting, sculpture, and video. 

However, in spite of this early effort to create a truly 

multidisciµlinary aµµroach or a crossbreeding of the 

arts, it never fully rook hold as a trend in China. 

In the early stages, chcrc were key discinccions 

between Western performance arc and body arr in 

the 1960s, although both are commonly referred co 

as performance arr. Performance arr drew on many 

disciplines and media including licerawre, poetry, 

cheater, music, dance, archiceccure, and painting, as 

well as video and film. On the other hand, body arr, 

which firsr emerged in the e:i.rly 1960s :i.long with 

conceprual art, was based on rhe notion that the 

artist's body was an artist's primary material. Body 

art commonly addressed issues related to social and 

political polemics or violence and aggression. • I he 

works often presenred the artist as a shaman or 

exµlored rhe idea of rhe arrist's body as an aesrheric 

object. ln this way, body art was a conceptual pursuit 

guided by continental philosophy, in particular 

exiscencialism. 11 

'[ he social sentiment of Chinese performance 

art was similar ro body arr in irs exploration of rhe 

suppressed human soul. Chinese performance art 

of the last rwo decades has, at times, been playful 

in spirit, with performances taking place in the 

public sphere, while other works have involved sclf

inAicred pain or ritualistic acrs of endurance. While 

contemporary Chinese performance arc is similar 

ro that of the body art of the early I 960s, Chinese 
performance artists have ofren considered their 

bodies noc as aeschecic objects co be used in their arr 

produccion, bur rather as ricual bodies associated nor 

only wich contemporary social circumstance but also 

with larger philosophical issues about whar it means 

co be human. 

During transitional periods in China, per

formance art has acred our in particularly violent 
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ways co caprure rhe public's artenrion. Perhaps 

the public's response to performance arc mirrors a 

specific culcural understanding of performance arc 

in China. "lhe Chinese rerm for performance art is 

xingwei yish11, which means, roughly, "behavior arr." 

BehaYior not only denotes rhe physical actions of 

an individual but also connotes che ways in which 

an individual expresses him or herself wirh in a 

community or social structure. 1his variation in 

language and cultural perspective may have its roocs 

in a Confucian tradition, as well as in Mao's ideology 

of collectivism. 

In both traditions there is no such thing as a 

strictly individual behavior. All individual behaYior 

is social, and all behavior reflects some rype of social 

relationship. It is this particular cul rural context that 

gives the body more symbolic and subjective, rather 

than aesthetic and objective, qualities in Chinese 

performance arc. It is also chis understanding of 

the human body chat mystifies the spiritual self 

and devalues the physical body. for insrn.nce, in rhe 

second century B.C. the Confucian scholar Dong 

Zhuongshu formed his theory called tillllJ'e/1 g11nying, 

which matches each part of human anatomy with a 

component of che universe. 

Consuming Own Body 

·1 his social and cul rural context is always present, 

regardless of an individual performance artist's 

intention. Since performance arr has always had such 

a scrong ability ro emotionally impact an audience, ir 

has never been permitted in China. Ir is precisely this 

taboo that has effectively encouraged artists to choose 

performance art as one of the most powerful ways to 

express their social critiques. It was not until the early 

1990s, however, that Chinese apartment artists began 

to realize that due to the external pressures of boch 

political circumstances and a booming consumer 
society, they owned nothing except their own privacy, 

including their own bodies. ·1 he body was the only 

unrcsrricred medium for rhc expression of personal 

freedom. 1l1ey could arbitrarily punish, sell, and 

injure rheir own bodies, and, in doing so, rest rheir 

own powers of endurance. Endurance, in chis way, 

evolved into another form of free enjoyment. In the 

early I 990s, performance arr could only be realized 
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in priYate spaces. • I he performance art of th is period 

seems ro rrace a rrajecrory from shocking rhe viewer 

to resting che viewer's humanity. 

In the Beijing East Village, artists such as 

Zhang ~ luan, Ma Liuming, Zhu radong, Cang Xin, 

Zhu Ming, and He Yunchang created a series of 

performance works in their homes and in rhe area 

around their homes, many of which involved sex, 

gender, and personal suffering. "lhey slowly began 

to shrug off the inAuence of che performance arr 

of the 1980s and rurned toward rheir own bodily 

languages, emphasizing rheir ability co express their 

feelings about life through their own limited bodies 

and their lived relationship with their surroundings. 

·1 hey abandoned the emphasis chat the performance 

arr of the 1980s had placed on rhe event. ·1hac type 

of consciousness had more ofren rhan nor soughr co 

use the performance as a catalyst chat would incite 

some kind of public discurbance. 1he performance 

artists of the Beijing Ease Village, on the contrary, 

were more interested in their mvn internal conAicts 

and in exploring physical and emotional capacities 

for endurance. 

ll1c performance artists of the 1980s, more often 

than nor, had thought of themselves as martyrs and 

proselytizers. • 1 he artists of rhe Beijing Easr Village, 

howe\·er, rhoughr of rhcmsclves as average members 

of society, examining the experiences of daily life. For 

instance, Zhang Huan said in his essay "A Personal 

Account of 'five!ve Sq11r1re Meters": "\Xlhar I am 

acmally most interested in are people at their most 

ordinary, during typical daily momcms when they 

are most prone to being overlooked. ·1 his is also what 

constitutes the original material for when I create, 

such as, when we arc sitting on the couch talking, 

smoking, in bed resting, going ro work every day, 

eating, shitting, and so on. In chesc daily activities we 

find the nearest thing co what humanity is, the most 

essential human thing-the question of the hulha11 
spirit, the quest co discover how we relate to the 

environment we cxisr in." ln his 1994 piece '/ivelve 

Squr1re Metl'rs, Zhang sar in a public coilet in rhe 

village for one hour, naked and covered with honey co 

amacr flies. ·rhc artisr challenged rhc ccrrainry of his 

own existence through acts of endurance in which he 

underwent physical and mental pain. ·1 his process not 

only represented the power of individual experience, 
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Zhang Huan, Twelve Square Meters, 1994. 
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buc also manifesred how people living in even rhe 

most squalid of environments still maintain human 

digniry. 'lhis sore of digniry of che ordinary person 

has been sought after continuously throughout post

Culrural Revolurion Chinese sociery, and yer it is also 
continuously lost_ •i 

Ma Limning used his girlish facial features and 

male body to create a confusingly gendered image in 

h.is performance works. People poinred our rhar his 
body had "hermaphroditic" characteristics, but the 

goal of his performance was not to challenge popular 

debates about gender and cultural idenriry. Por Ma, 
the reason for his use of his body in performance 

works wns very simple: it wns purely becnuse of his 

distinct physical characteristics. When he was young, 

Ma Liuming's classmates always called him a girl. 

This reaction pushed him ro display rhe uniqueness 

of his body to everyone. 

Zhu Fadong and Cang Xin, two major 

performance artists, also lived in the Beijing East 

Village in the early I 990s. ·1 heir early projects carried 

implications of sclf-devnluntion. Zhu r:ndong moved 

to Beijing from Kunming, Yunnan province, in 1993. 
In Kunming, he once walked down rhe street with 

a poster taped to his back that read, "This person is 
for sale, rhe price is negotiable." \X'hen he moved ro 

Beijing, he continued to "sell" himself by purring 

:idverrisemenrs on the srreer. Once he p11r 11p mi.~sing 

person notices (xunren qishi). Cang Xin, on the ocher 

hand, nrnde I housands of" plas1er molds of" his foce 
and put them on the ground of his courtyard, inviting 

people ro walk on rhem unril rhey lay in Fragmcnrs. 

This destruction of his self-portrait was a declaration 

of freedom: even if he possessed no ocher freedom, 

Cang Xin had the freedom to make ocher people 

de.srroy his own image wirhour violating any law. 

figure 9.12 

Guang lingbo, Steel: Sweat, 1981. 

Figure 9.13 

Ma Liuming, FragmB11t: Ma Liu,11i11g, 1993. 
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Zhu Fadong, Missi11g Person Notices, 1993. 

., . 
\ 

Cang Xin, Virus Series: Acme of Commonness, 1995. 
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He Yunchang, Golden Sunshine, 1999. 

In comempor::iry perform::ince ::irr, He Yunch::ing 

w::is perhaps rhe bsr ::irrisr ro focus 011 his own bodily 

language. He began his performances in 1997 in his 

homerown in Yunnan province. H b performances 

concentrated on his body and in some ways were 

very close to the language of Zhang Huan. Like 

!'.hang, he examined the process of enduring pain. 

In a 1999 performance, Golden Sunshi11e, he covered 

himself in yellow oil paint and hung from a roof, 

painting the wall except where his shadow fell. After 

ninety minutes, he wenr inro shock and fainred. 

In his Con11ersntio11 with Water of 1999, He 

Yunchang hung his body on a chain block over a 

river and g::ished the river surface with a sword held 

in his hand. I le also lacerated his arm and let his 

blood run into the river water. He's performances 

le.id us ro contemphne the rebtionship between man 

and nature. ·1 his open space has perh:ips nothing to 

do with privacy and home (apartment). Ir might, 

however, imply a certain anxiery about losing 
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privacy, being homeless, especially for those migrants 

in artists' villages. 

In the history of Chinese art, it has been a tradition 

to use monumental landscapes as a metaphor for 

human virtue. '!his traditional language continued 

co be applied in concempor:iry avant-garde art. '!he 

difference is that in contemporary art, because of 

the prohibition of performance by the authorities, 

artists could either rake their home as a site, or go to 

a mountain or river to have a narural sire as a private 

space to do performance. for instance, a collective 

perforn1a11ec work called 'Jo Ac/ti One Meter to 1111 

Unknown Mo1111tni11, which involved Zhang Huan 

and eight ocher artists, presents the mountain as 

the home of the artists' bodies. Artists and the 

mountain, trees and grass, can all be read as lost 

and homeless. Although the "unknown mountain" 

appears to be much different than the artists, they 

arc all "unknown," naked, primitive, and exposed in 

the wild. 
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Figure 9.17 

He Yunchang, Couvers11lio11 with W11ter; 1999. 

Figure 9.18 

Zhang Huan and others, To Add One Meter to an Unknown 

Mountain, 1995. 
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Figure 9.19 

He Yunchang, The Trusting Man Who Drowned While Holding the 

Column. 2003. 

For He Yunchang's performance entitled 1he 
Trusting Mtzn Who Drowned While f folding the 

Column, he case his arm in a cemenr pillar and kepr 

it there for twenty-four hours. The title refers ro a 

famous Chinese love story in which Wei Sheng and 

;1 girl were 10 mee1 under ;1 hridge. 1l1e girl did 1101 

arrive and a Aood came; rhc boy clasped a pillar of 

rhe hridge and srnyed 111Hil he died. T le Yunchang 

borrowed chis love story abouc faith, and used his 

forrirude and endurance m reveal che value of 

human nacurc. Do rhe rradicional humanistic values 

of loyalcy, honescy, courresy, wisdom, and faith still 

make sense in society today? 

Zlrnng Hu;111 :111d He Yunchang hn1h saw 

endurance as the priority in their performances; but 
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while Zhang's performances were given in private 

spaces in front of an audience, He's endurance was 

balanced against the environmenr, making the 

environment into a component of his performance. 

For him, withour mechanical opposition his 

endurance would have been meaningless. 'lherefore, 

his bo<ly language was mun: symbol it: an<l was meant 

to serve as a spectacle. I lis endurance was partially 

enforced by his surroundings-che concrete wall, rhc 

crane, and the river. 

Apartment Art Activities in the 1990s 

Apartment arc in Beijing, Shanghai, (;uangzhou, 

an<l ocher places appeared on an even larger scale 

in the 1990s. Several artist couples who had lived 

abroad for a long cime returned co Beijing, such as 

Zhu Jinshi and Qin Yufon, Wang Gongxin and Lin 

Tianmiao, Xu Bing and Cai Jin, and Ai Weiwei and 

Lu Qing. Purrhermore, some couples from Beijing, 

such as Song Dong and Yin Xiuzhen, as well as 

Reijing artisrs like Wang Peng and WnngJin, were all 

involved in apartment art accivicies. They made rheir 

homes rhe strongholds of personal space, where chey 

creaced and exhibired a large number of small-scale 

installation.~ made of cheap materials and emhracing 

rhe concepr of randomness. 

M:rny worh hacl clrawn rheir materials from 

families and personal living environments, and they 

could he discmded af'1er exhihi1ion. Tn Shanghai, a 

group of arcists including Qian Weikang and Shi 

Yong also crcared and exhihired various small-srnlc 

installation series at home in the early 1990s. In 
I langzhou, leading figures from che period of I 985, 
such as Zhang Peili and Geng Jianyi, inspired several 

younger arrisrs ro create some aparrmenr works. 

Aparrmenr arrisrs from different ciries had close 

con1ac1s, ;111d 1hey crea1ed snmeji.tng an nr "projec1-

on-paper" aparrmenc artworks printed as "postcards" 

for communicarion. 

'I he themes and materials of the apartment arc of 

ch is period very closely couched on rhe ci rcu msrn nces 

and people's feelings abour dries. The arr of the Ease 

Village adopted direct expressions ( most of chem used 

body language), and they later made their critique on 

tl,e social e11viro11111e11t tl1rou!$l1 the demu11stratio11 

of private space and personal substance. 
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Figure 9.20 

Friends meeting in Song Dong and Yin Xiuzhen's home, 1994. 

Figure 9.21 

Bedroom in Song Dong's home with the artwork Culture Noodles, 1994. 
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Figure 9.22 

Qian Weikang. Imitation: Whitf1: 36K. Square Meters: 36 cm', 

Additional Electrical Currenr. 6V. 5A, 1993. 

Figure 9.23 

Shi Yong, The Site of Sound Amplifying: Echoes in a Private 

Space. 1995. 
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Fang an, or "Projects on Paper" 

In Beijing, Shanghai, l langzhou, and Guangzhou, 

some arrisrs and groups of arrisrs organi1ed exchanges 

and discussions about arr using a loose format, 

and made works rhar were nor sellablc, consisting 

mainly of writings on particular topics.'[ his kind of 

exchange was realized nor through exhibitions bur 

rhrough publicarions and disrribured phorocopies. 

Such proposals were primarily mechanical and 

quantitative in nawre. 

In Beijing, as early as 1990, Wang Luyan, Chen 

Shaoping, and Gu Dexin gathered regularly in Wang 

Luyan's home ro talk abour arr and launch their 

aparrmenr arr acriviries. \Xiang and Gu had already 

collaborated on the project Tactile Art in 1988 (see 

chapter 7). u After 1989, Wang, Chen, and Gu began 

to work on the concepcual arc series A11a()'sis. ln this 

set of works, they followed the same procedures used 

in mathemarics and geometry. 'Jhey would decide 

on a plan beforehand, and then each rook turns 

drawing straight lines, circles, and dots according 

to a sec formula. Ac che end of che calculation, they 

would have a result that was the extension of logical 

p raced u res. 

From 1990 ro 1995, rhe >-Jew Mark Group 

(which lacer changed irs name ro Analysis Group) 

made five sets of rules in total, did five sets of analyses 

or calculations, and bound chem into books. "Jhe 

value of Ana91siswas nor in rhe calculation itself, bur 

in rhe SjXlCe and form in which it was executed. 1l1eir 

strict group format, combined with their logical, 

impersonal, and represenrarional calculation process, 

suggested a rejection of any romantic, sentimental, 

and subjective forms. ·1 hese artists maintained 

chat for an individual, the only freedom was one's 

control over one's own emotions and immediate 

surroundings. 

In 1995, Wang Luyan, Chen Shaoping, Wang 

Youshen, Wang Jianwei, and several other artists 

edited a collection of arr proposals tided Chi11ese 
Co11tempormy Artists' Work Proposals ( 1994). Among 

them there were a large number of ideas for artworks 

clue were never realized, only remaining on paper 

as drawings made by arrisrs ar home. Subsequently 

the arrisrs turned rhis fang an, or "pro jeer on paper," 

into a particular method of arr-making. "I his type of 
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extremely prescribed, quanrirarive arr proposal can be 

seen in similar works produced by artists in Shanghai, 

Hangzhou, and Beijing in the early 1990s. Unlike 

rhc members of chc Analysis Group. rnosr artists did 

nor join a fixed group. Instead. artists with shared 

interests would decide on a very specific amount of 

rime or dimensions for a subject. According to his 

or her own understanding, each arrisr would come 

up with a concept and a sketch or photograph of a 

small-scale installation project, which they would 

rhen pur together in one publication like postcards. 

1lic exhibition space was the post office. 

In 1995, a group of artists who lived in 

1 langzhou, Shanghai, and Beijing, including Geng 

Jianyi, Chen Yanyin, JiangJie, Shi Yonig, Kan Xuan. 

Qian \X/cikang, Yang Zhclll;hong, Zliang Keduan, 

Wang Qiang, and Zhan \X/ang, made faug an art 

with rhc given topic of "45° as a Reason" (sishiur11 t/11 

Zl/OW('i lz)'Oll). Most works involved materials found 

in their households, such as doors, windows, TV 

sets, Chinese herbs, ere. Earlier, most of these same 

artists had made similar types of works according to 

the topic "Agree ro rhe Dare ;\/ovember 26, 1994 
as a Reason." 1l1cy went about the given subjects 

from various directions, such as a specific spacial 

angle, volume, length of rime, date, humidity and 

temperature, and so on. '!hey maintained a distance 

from and skepticism roward anyching beyond 

physical proof. 

• 1 his practice of making arr based on mathematical 

and physical specificarions continued through rhe 

end of che l 990s. Perhaps rhe largest fang an project 

was rhe one called Wildemess ( Yeshe11g). In 1998, 
Song Dong and Guo Shirui organized a project 

(later turned into a publication) titled Yesheng, 1991 
11ia11 ji11gzhe shi (Wilderness: Starring from the day 

of ji11gzhe, 1997), which featured project proposals, 

photographs, and sketches of installation plans by 

artists. According to the editors, Wilderness was an 

art event "held in a non-exhibition space, according 

ro a 11011-cxhibirion model," with rhc participation 

of twenty-seven arcisrs from Beijing, Shanghai, 

Guangzhou, and Chengdu. 'l his event was sponsored 

by the Modern Arc Center and opened on the day 

of the jingzhe in 1997. (/ingzhe lirerally means 

"awakening of the insecr" and is a designation for 

t-.larch 5 in the Chinese lunar calendar.) "lhc: event 
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Chen Yanyin, Wind and Gate, the Visible Gate and 

Invisible Gate Set Up at 45°, 1995. 
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Zhang Keduan, Shi Yong, Vang Zhenzhong, Chen 

Vanyin, and others, proposal/envelope for Agree to the 

Date November 16, 1994 as a Reason, October 1994. 

Jiang Jie, A Medical Accident, created for the project 

Agree to the Date November 16, 1994 as a Reason, 1994. 
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wenr on for a year, during which rime arrisrs from 

all over rhe coumry held discussions concerning a 

wide range of issues and made proposals especially 

for the event. Each artist conducted his or her own 

work spanning a relatively long time, based on his 

or her parricular culrural environmenr, narural 

environmenr, and individual background. 1
' 

This e\Tllt was no doubt an extreme form of 

withdrawal, a deconstruction or transcending of 

ideology. If we interpret it in relation to chc artistic 

climate from 1993 to 1995, Wilderness reveals a 

detachment from any ideological vaniry and illusion, 

as well as from the marker craze brought about by 

political pop and cynical realism. for these anises, 

to preserve a specific measuremenr or ocher concrete 

arcribure was ro approach rhe truth. '!he destinarion 

of rhcir rcrrcat in space was precisely their own 

living rooms and apartments. Tn chis sense, che most 

extreme examples would be Qian Wcikang and Shi 

Yong in Shanghai, although Qian did not participate 

in Wilderness. 
Qian and Shi organi'lcd their joint exhibition 

"'[ he ·1,vo Accicudes toward Image 93" in 1993. Qian 

Wcikang exhibited To Lift a11 Object ~y Five Degrees 
Bri11gs Out the Volume of the Shadow, Wind Direction: 
205 <rrams of Whi1e, and f_ea11ing LOUHTrd a Pressure 
Point. In chesc works, all rhe audience could sec or 

were told about were the size of the sand, the level 

of the water, and the moving speed of the sunlight. 

All of these elements, even time, could be calculated. 

Nothing was menrioned about spirituality. 

It is fascinating that nearly all of the jrlllg m, 
works of chose years were conceptualized according 

ro the given subject of a very specific time and 

place, and characterized by chci r "docu men cary" 

qualities. "A specific spot" and ''a fixed quantity" 

were symbolic of normality and everyday life, and 

were therefore the easiest platforms for exchange 

and conversation. Fnng Ill/ art's methodology was 
parallel co che documentary approach in I 990s 

experimental film and photography, since it was 

rhc casicsr way co approach life. 'lhc publication of 

these "proposals based on assigned copies" was the 

equivalent of a display in an arc space. ·1 heir function 

was co communicate bur also co represent the creative 

process. Mose inventors of these ideas could only 

think and plan these works within rheir own living 
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quarcers (not srudios), rather than acrually sculpting, 

insralling, or making painrings. 

In rhe same period of rime, a number of 

publications circulated within the arr world that 

were related to fang rr11 art. 'J hese pa mph lets were not 

arp.vorks, bur more like underground publications 

read by insiders. In July 1997, Ai Weiwei, Xu Bing, 

and Zeng Xiaojun planned a book without a specific 

title, now usually referred ro as the Black Cover Book, 

which was a collection of documentation, edited by 
Feng Boyi. It documented a variety of artworks, 

including performance pieces, insrallations, videos, 

and photography, as well as proposals and quotes 

fro111 a number of artists, including so111e fro111 

outside of mainland China. ']here were, for example, 

Jeff Koons's pieces and performance works by Xie 

Deqing, a Taiwanese arrisr, which had a grear impact 

on conceprual arr and performance arr practice 

at char time. Prior ro char. in 1995 and 1996, the 

White Cover Book and Gray Cover Book came out 

successively. Ai Weiwei was the editor-in-chief and 

Zhuang Hui was rhe editor of borh books. '!his 

series of publications contributed enormously to the 

development of apartment art at that time. 1
' 

Household Art Practice and Display 

In the early l 990s, art productions began to be 

carried our in rhe living rooms of arrisrs in Beijing, 

and these lh·ing rooms became a hub for apartment 

arr.· I he earliest household art activities were probably 

carried our by Song Dong :rnd Yin Xiuzhen, both of 

whom were middle-school arr teachers in Beijing. 

"!hey made a number of proposals and installations 

in their tiny living room of twelve square meters. 

In 1990, Song, Yin, and two of their schoolmates 

(also a couple) formed rhe Wooden Srool Group 

(Ba11de11g xiaozu), which met once every month. 

·1he two couples alternated hosting the meeting in 

their homes. 'lhey would show each other works 

and discuss art, but they split up in the end due to 

different inceresrs. 

Song Dong and Yin Xiuzhen continued to make 

arr at home. In one work rhey observed a loaf of 

decaying bread. They recorded when they bought 

and ate bread; Song Dong took a photograph and 

placed it 011 the I id of a glass box i 11 which he kepr rhe 
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bread. After a winter, worms hatched and conrinued 

co car rhc bread for two more years, when the loaf had 

complerdy disappeared into a small pile of powder. 

In 1994, Song and Yin produced a number of works 

at home that could not be exhibited or preserved. 

In one piece, they poured a kertlc of boiling water 

onto the ice-covered ground in an alley. ·1 hey also 

wrote characters on the walls in the alleyways, and 

wrote diaries in water on srones. They cur books into 

strips, which rhey called Culture Noodles, scattering 

rhe strips of paper all over their apartment. 

Yin Xiu-,;hen took their sweaters apart and 

remade an "androgynous" swearer. When they made 

works, they would invite artists co rheir home. They 

had visitors every day, as many as fifteen at a rime. 

for his work Water Writing Dif(Jy, over a period of 

time Song Dong recorded wherever he went. He 

wrote with his fingers on the ground by the river in 

Houhai, on ice wich a brush, on che walls at home, 

and then on a rock. ·1 he gesture of writing diary 

entries with water was a very private act. He wrote 

about daily cvems and things that he could not rd! 

others. Gradually, Song came to regard the rock as 

his flesh and blood existing outside of his body. lt 

was a part of him, and yet it did not belong to him. 

In 2001, 'Xlrrta Writi11g [)imy was exhibited for rhe 

first time in the exhibition "Living in Time," curated 

by Hou Hanru and Fan Di'an. Four photographic 

images were displayed, but Song had refused ro 

exhibit the rock or to write in front of the public, 

because he considered ir co be a very pri ,,are act. In 

1996, Song declined an offer of200,000 yuan to buy 

the rock. He considered it to be part of his life, which 

he simply could nor scll. 1
<• 

Benveen 1993 and 1995, artists such as Zhu 

Jinshi, Qin Yufcn, Ai Weiwci, and Xu Bing returned 

ro Beijing from overseas, bringing wirh chem Western 

contemporary art concepts, especially information 

about installation art. Among the returnees were 

Wang Gongxin and Lin Tianmiao, who had been 

in New York. At their home in the Dongsi area of 

Beijing, a group of artists such as Chen Shaoping, 

Cu Dexin, Wang Luyan, \Vang Jianwei, and Wang 

Jin gathered and showed works. In 1995, Wang 

Gongxin displayed The Sky ofBrookly11, in which he 

dug a hole in the floor and placed a TV screen in 

ir. Inside che video, Wang Congxin could be heard 
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Song Dong, Bread, 1995. 

Song Dong, A Kettle of Boiling Water, 1995. 
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Figure 9.30 

Song Dong, Culture Noodles, 1994. 

Figure 9.31 

Song Dong mnking C11lt11re Noodles, 1994. 

Figure 9.32 

Song Dong, Water Wriring Diary, 1995 to the present. 
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Wang Gongxin, The Sky of Brooklyn, installation in process. 1994. 
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saying, ''Whar are you looking ar? Whar is rhere co 

see?" 'lhe work was a meraphor. Ar rhe orher end of 

rhe hole was his home in Brooklyn. Ir was inspired 

by the American saying that one can "dig a hole to 

China." Lin Tianmiao also exhibited her installation 

work Hound, U11ho11nd, 1995-1997, in which she 

used spools and spools of thread ro 111:1ke a form 

symbolic of female gcnirnlia. 

Zhu Jinshi and Qin Yufen returned to China 

from Germany and began to exhibit work by 

themselves and others in their two-room apartment 

in Ganjiakou, Beijing. 1- Zhu Jinshi ofren discussed 

arr with younger artist~ at home. In 1994, hi~ home 

housed the first of the apartment exhibitions, "Open 

Sky," which occupied only fifteen square meters. Song 

Dong used the balcony, Zhu Jinshi a door, and Wang 

Peng a corner in rhe room ro make arrwork. Wang 

Qingsong created an installation as well. Zhu Jinshi 

made a bunk bed with a sponge mattress underneath, 

with needles poking through. Song Dong painted the 

Zhu Jinshi, Sudde11 folighte11111e11t, 1994. 

Apartment Art 

,valls of the sun porch in black and wrote on them 

rwo lines of dares rhar were imporranr in his life, from 

his birth in 1966 through 1994. Zhu Jinshi was very 

inrerested in conceptual art and integrated concepts 

from Dada, minimalism, and Japanese Mono-ha. In 

comparison, Song Dong, Wang Peng, and Wang Jin 

were more concerned with the relevance of materials, 

and thus their works were more about perception 

and social experience. l Iowever, Zhu Jinshi's interest 

in rationality and conceptualization inAuenced 

other artists, who began ro create inswllarions using 

everyday materials. 

In Zhu Jinshi's home, Wang Peng exhibited \,\1/e 

Live i11 Art. l le moved Duchamp's toilet to the dining 

table, vividly revealing the essence of apartment arr: 

earing and sleeping with arr. No marrer how "anri

arr" Duchamp's urinal was, ir had srill ulrimarely 

made its way into a public exhibition. In China's 

particular political and artistic envi tonments, art 

could only exist at home. ']hus, unlike Duchamp, 
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Song Dong, Days, 1994. 

Zhu Jinshi, Uncertainty, 1996. 
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Wang Peng did nor simply label rhe toiler as artwork 

or "non-arr." Instead, he allowed it to actually live 

alongside him in che aparcmenc. In another work, 

Noah's Ark, he used a si mplc wooden box to suggest 

char rhe ark from rhe Bible had gotten into a Chinese 

private family space. ·1 he implication was char any 

spiritual faith and ideology had turned to a personal 

belief, nothing to do with the outside world. 

"lhe physical space of the apartment in apartment 

art became a symbol of artistic identity. Ir defined the 

artists as engaged in life, nor isolated in their srudios. 

')his kind of apartment arr had rwo features: (I) 

Works were made with inexpensive materials from 

everyday life (especially household items), making 

them economical and space-efficient. (2) Works could 

nor be reproduced, reexhibired, or sold. Artists rook 

down rheir works after exhibitions. 'I heir arr was only 

meant for the purpose of exchange. Some of these 

works were narratives conveying private and personal 

feelings. like Song Dong's Wr1ter \Vriting Di111y. 

In the early 1990s, a number of avanr-garde 

artists also used apartments that were being emptied 

out and abandoned to mount exhibitions. In 1992, 

for example, GengJianyi created the inscallarion work 

Building No. 5, 1990, in a residential compound in 

Hangzhou. In Chengdu, Dai Guangyu exhibited 

his political pop work in an unfinished aparrmenr 

building. In Changchun, Huang Yan rook rubbings 

and copied works on the streets in many cities and 

in his apartment. In addition ro working in urban 

apartments, avant-garde artists repeated the arr 

practice of the revolutionary artists of the Lu Xun 

Academy of hne Art in Yan'an in the 1930s by 

taking their work to the homes of rural residents. 

Chen Shaofeng displayed his portraits of villagers in 

a rural area in Hcbei province. 'I his style of working, 

in which artists interact with rural communities and 

invite them to critique their an, was comparable to 

the practice of woodcarvii1g artists Gu Yuan and Yan 

Han during che Yan'an period." 

At that time, the only avant-garde art venue 

beyond artists' living rooms was in a place called 

Hongxia Apartments, near rhc Reijing Hotel, Lin Pu 

and his brother Lin Song rented chc space to use as an 

artists' studio, and they called it I Ian mo Art Gallery. 

• I hey exhibited the works of Wang Peng and Zhao 

Bandi. Afterward, they displayed Xu Bing's C11!11mt! 

Apartment Art 

Wang Peng, We Live i11 Art, 1994. 

Wang Peng, Noah's Ark, 1995. 
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Geng Jianyi. Building No. 5, 1994. 
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Chen Shaofeng, The Report of tile Social Images and Art Images of 

Villagers in Wa11ggua11si Village, Di11gxi11 County, Hebei Province, 

July 1993. 

308 9 

Animllls, bur soon afrer rhar rhe space was shur 

down because the gallery printed a pamphlet titled 

''Han mo Art News" and used one of Zhao Shaoruo's 

photocollage works as the cover image. In the image, 

/.hao replaced the head of Mao /,edong with his 

own. ']he workers ar rhe primer misrook ir for Jiang 

Jieshi, reporred ir, and the officials confiscated the 

pamphlets. 

'!his type of apartment art rapidly disappeared 

afrer rhe mid-1990s. Due ro frequenr invirarions ro 

overseas exhibitions and rhe emergence of several 

galleries in China, rhe apartment artists quickly 

became international rouring artists. '!heir work no 

longer narrated their own lives, as it had earlier in 

their careers. It had now transcended the limits of 

the apartment and entered the international arena. 

The languages, forms, and materials chat these artists 

employ now appear to be international and the 

srories they cell arc more representative, no longer 

priv:ite :it :ill. It h:is lost the concrete, specific, secret, 

and documcnrary characrer of aparrmenr arr. Some 

works chat still retain such traits serve as foomoces 

to a globalized way of living for individuals. Yin 

Xiuzhen's suitcases contain records of che cities 

char she has visited. '!his work reminds one of rhe 

fashionable family porrrairs in conrcmporary arr of 

this period. Arr has become a common nost:1lgia, a 

representational symptom of globalization. 
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Xu Bing. A Case Study of Tra11sfere11ce, 1993. 
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10 

Maximal ism 

As a phenomenon, maximalism can be seen as a 

part of apartment art in the sense of "meaningless" 

art-making in private space responding to a broader 

social and artistic change. As a mentality and metho

dology it has developed since the '85 Movement. ]he 

process, labor-intensive and repetitious, involves borh 

personal medication and social critique in both the 

Chinese and global context. 

"Abstraction": An Inopportune Concept for Considering 

Contemporary Chinese Art 

In the Wcsr today, the opposing notions of"abscracc" 

and "realistic" have lost their competence to define 

artistic trends or genres. It also seems inappropriate 

to use "abstract" as even a general term for tendencies 

in comemporary Chinese art, but for different 

reasons. Actually, in contemporary Chinese art, 

"abstract art" (chouxirmg yishu) in the f'ventieth

ccnwry Western sense docs not exist at all. Paintings 

by Malevich, Kandinsky, Mondrian, and Newman, 

which were made in a utopian and abstract spirit 

and presented in pure two-dimensional, geometric 

forms, can hardly be found in Chinese abstract arr. 

'[he Western abstract painting theory advocated 

by Greenberg stated that f'vo-dimensional form 

was more convincing and advanced than rhree

dirnensional in presenting reality. ·rhree-dirnensional 

form was only a mimetic illusion, while the t'-No

dimensional could exclusively and directly represent 

ideas. 'lhis point seems to be a repetition of Plato: 

according to rhc latter, reality is rhe shadow of rhe 

Idea, thus making rliree-dimensional art the shadow 

of the shadow. 1 'lherefore, the two-dimensional form 

(abstraction) is an innovation and progression over 

the tluec-dimcnsional form (realism), and might 

even present us with a summary of the world (idea), 

as illustrated in Malevich's red and black squares 

or Mondrian's grids. The whole utopian Western 

modernist project is "embodied" in the teleological 

progression of abstract forms. 

·1 his kind of abstract practice cannot be found in 

China, even in ancient rimes. Concept is alluded to in 

visual images, so the guiding aesthetic principle relics 

on "balancing likeness and unlikeness" (si yu busi 

zhiji11n). Although roday some contemporary Chinese 

artists use color fields and lines in their compositions 

and call their works "abstract," their two-dimensional 

forms are nothing but decorative works without any 

philosophical or spiritual significance. 

Chinese Metaphysics: From Rationalist Painting to 

Maximalism 

Abstract clements chat appeal to Chinese aesthetic 

conceptions and conventions do exist in some 

Chinese paintings, installations, and photographic 

works. Bue Chinese abstract elements differ in 

specific ways from those in Western absrracr painting. 

A number of such artworks appeared in China in the 

1980s, and at the time I wrote an essay on rationalist 

painting (Lixing h11ihu11) to analyze rhe phenomenon.' 

As mentioned previously, ar char moment, Ding 

fang, Wang Guangyi, Shu Qun, and others used the 

styles of surrealism and symbolism to allude to a type 

of religious manifestation. For example, rhe idea of a 

''clean and pure northern land" was used to allude to 

sublimity (Wang Guangyi); "high pla[eau" was used 

to imply national aspirations (Ding fang); and ochers 

used relatively abstract forms co refer to ancient 

Oriental philosophy (Li Shan, Yu Youhan, Chen 

Zhen, Zhang Jianjun) or the origin of the universe 
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